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PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE



BUSINESS LAW REFORM FOCUS AREA OVERVIEW | AUGUST 2016



SIMPLIFIED, MODERN, CUSTOMISED PACIFIC BUSINESS LAWS Pacific economies are constrained by outdated and inappropriate laws and regulations.



OVERVIEW



In many cases, laws are simply absent. The key legal areas of business formation, contracting, dispute resolution, and insolvency present a common theme in all of ADB’s Pacific developing member countries—they are uncertain, poorly enforced, increase the transactions costs for business, and do very little to provide the legal platform necessary to support a robust and developing private sector. These laws have little impact and are not accessible to the majority of the population and do not foster economic activity by community groups, women, small farmers, or local entrepreneurs. PSDI is working with Pacific governments to reform their business law frameworks to be more inclusive and accessible to poorer people, women engaged in business activity, and residents of rural and remote communities. Examples of PSDI supported reform include: • enabling businesses to incorporate a company quickly, locally, and for a relatively small cost; • making formality far simpler for small businesses to achieve through the introduction of single shareholder/single director companies; and, • providing a form of corporation for village and community businesses that is easy to establish and that provides a superior vehicle for the receipt of profits or revenues from royalties. Other priority action areas for PSDI include the establishment of online business registries, new laws on insolvency and trusteeships, further reforms of companies acts, and improvements in foreign investment regimes. An assessment of PSDI’s support for business law reform initiatives, The Impact of Company Law Reform, will be published as part of the PSDI Knowledge Series in 2017.



CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



COOK ISLANDS PSDI, with joint funding from the Government of New Zealand, is supporting company law and registry reform. A review of the existing act was completed in 2014 and a request received from the government to prepare a new companies bill for consideration by Parliament in 2016. Drafting of the bill has commenced and policy consultations are ongoing. Once the bill has been passed, PSDI, together with the NZ Companies Office, will help implement an electronic company registry.



CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



OUTCOMES AND RESULTS



FIJI PSDI supported the development of electronic transactions laws in 2008 to facilitate the use of electronic payments.



Opportunities for business law reform are being explored as part of PSDI’s comprehensive review of its Fiji work program. PSDI, together with New Zealand Companies Office, prepared a diagnostic of Fiji’s company registry with a view toward providing support to the Government of Fiji in the implementation of an online registry. As part of this work, broader support for the implementation of the Companies Act 2015 could be considered.
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PSDI works with ADB’s 14 Paciﬁc developing member countries to improve the enabling environment for business and address constraints to private sector development in support of sustainable and inclusive economic growth.



PSDI is a regional technical assistance facility co-financed by the Asian Development Bank, the Government of Australia, and the Government of New Zealand.
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CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



KIRIBATI A company law and registry diagnostic was completed in late June 2014. In August 2016, PSDI delivered a legal diagnostic of the company and business names laws and a review of registry elements of legislation for other entities, including credit unions and co-operatives. PSDI will support the development of a new policy and legislative framework in 2016 and 2017. PSDI is also reviewing designs for an electronic business registry that is appropriate to the volume of registrations and business activity in Kiribati.



OUTCOMES AND RESULTS



PSDI completed a diagnostic of the Company Law and the existing company registry in late 2013. It found the private sector in Palau is severely constrained by an outdated company law and an almost dysfunctional paper based registry. PSDI has provided input into the new Company Law Bill but unfortunately the current Government of Palau does not see its reform as a priority.



CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



PALAU



In 2016, the government requested PSDI lead a reform of the company registry, which will include the drafting of a companies bill and the development of an online company registry.



CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



OUTCOMES AND RESULTS



SAMOA After updating the Companies Act Regulations in early 2013, PSDI assisted with the procurement and installation of a new electronic registry. Together with the New Zealand Companies Office, PSDI has carried out significant public awareness activities and capacity building for the new registry. Implementation has revealed that various elements of company law would benefit from an amendment. PSDI has been asked to provide drafting and policy support for those legislative changes. In 2014, PSDI surveyed company administrators and business services providers to evaluate the Samoa company registry one year after its launch. The survey found that: • the new company registration rate had doubled by the end of 2013; • the cost had fallen dramatically; • registering and maintaining companies was significantly easier; • online company information searches saved large amounts of time and money; and, • the ease of access to information had lowered the costs of company administration, accounting, and auditing. To further simplify the environment for doing business and to attract foreign investment, PSDI has been asked to consider introducing a business names framework to enable small businesses to formalise, review foreign investment processes, and to include other registered entities into the electronic registry. Using the company registry as a pilot, PSDI is also supporting the promotion of e-payment facilities with the government.



OUTCOMES AND RESULTS



SOLOMON ISLANDS PSDI has supported extensive business law reform activity in Solomon Islands. PSDI assistance and extended advocacy saw the Companies Act passed in 2010 and an online company registry, Company Haus, launched. As a result of the registry: • it is cheaper and faster for new businesses to incorporate; • ministerial approval of company names is no longer required; • company seals are no longer required; and, • there is no need to travel to the capital, Honiara. The average time to form a company has been reduced from nearly 3 months to less than 36 hours. On average, 292 new companies have incorporated annually between 2010 and mid-2015, more than double the pre-reform average. The new company laws also allow single shareholder companies, giving entrepreneurs maximum flexibility to start and manage a business without external ownership influences, and allowing women to start a business without a male co-director.
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CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



OUTCOMES AND RESULTS



SOLOMON ISLANDS (CONT’D) The community company structure, also introduced under the new company laws, offers a more transparent and accountable alternative to communities operating businesses informally or through trusts or cooperatives. It has great potential for managing resource royalties and customary land lease payments. By 2016, 33 community companies had been incorporated in Solomon Islands. PSDI also identified a complementary reform to the company law reform: simplifying the business names registration system. Business names are a form of license used extensively by small and medium enterprises across Solomon Islands. The successful implementation of the reform to business names will: • significantly reduce the time taken in processing the 1,300 new license requests per year; • save small business owners significant time and money; • enable small business owners to register online, removing the need to travel large distances; and, • streamline license processing, operating costs, and payment procedures through an interface with the existing Company Haus. PSDI’s ongoing policy guidance and support in drafting the Business Names Act 2014 saw it passed through Parliament into law in August 2014. PSDI is continuing to support the act’s implementation through ongoing policy advice and advocacy and will see business names included within the online registry in November 2016. PSDI undertook a diagnostic on building an online foreign investment registry. This resulted in a project to build a common online platform encompassing foreign investment registrations, company registrations, and business name registrations, thereby creating an integrated, streamlined investment start-up process. This new online registry is due to be launched in November 2016. PSDI is also assisting the government to create a modernized customs and excise regime. The reform will promote faster clearing procedures, improve revenue collections, reduce process informality, improve border protection, and facilitate trade. Extensive technical consultations on the bill were completed in 2015. Cabinet has now approved the draft bill to be vetted by the Attorney General’s Chambers.



CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



TIMOR-LESTE On request of the government, PSDI provided a review of the company laws in Timor-Leste in 2015. The review makes recommendations to simplify and modernize the laws to bring the companies framework up to global standards and provide greater access to the formal sector. In early 2016, PSDI supported a consultative public-private reform taskforce to review amendments to Timor-Leste’s company laws. Many of the recommendations were incorporated into a new draft company law, which received Council of Ministers’ support in April 2016 and is expected to be presented to Parliament later this year. PSDI also provided a legal diagnostic and policy framework of Timor-Leste’s insolvency laws, which are currently nonfunctioning and are a hindrance to the growth of the financial sector. The legal diagnostic forms the basis of broader recommendations for insolvency reform. Reforming the insolvency framework is a highly technical process. PSDI conducted an in-country analysis in the first half of 2016 and is working on the insolvency policy framework.



TONGA



OUTCOMES AND RESULTS



In 2009, PSDI assisted in preparing the Companies (Amendment) Act. Approved by Cabinet and the Legislative Assembly in September 2009, the Act streamlines the Companies Act 1995 and provides for an electronic registry. A hybrid paper/electronic registry went live in December 2009. In 2012, the government requested PSDI undertake design and implementation of a fully electronic company registry. Procurement began in 2014 and in December 2014 Tonga’s innovative online registry went live, allowing users to file and access company records, business names and business licenses all from the one integrated resource, a first in the Pacific Islands. PSDI’s 2012 private sector assessment identified business licensing laws as one of the private sector’s most significant constraints. PSDI subsequently assisted the government with business licensing reform, completing a diagnostic and drafting amendments to the Business License Act. Parliament passed the amendments in late 2012, simplifying the entire licensing regime and reducing transaction costs for business. PSDI also drafted regulations and assisted with advocacy.
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CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



TONGA PSDI supported policy design and drafting of a Receiverships Bill, which was passed by Parliament in 2016 but is yet to commence. Policy consultations and drafting of a Bankruptcy Bill will also be finalized and tabled in Parliament in 2016. PSDI supported consultations on the Foreign Investment Policy and has drafted the the Foreign Investment Act, which will be considered by Parliament in 2016.



OUTCOMES AND RESULTS



VANUATU PSDI supported a comprehensive reform to foundational business laws in partnership with the Vanuatu Financial Services Commission and the State Law Office. A new Companies Act was passed by Parliament in September 2012 and the Companies (Insolvency and Receiverships) Act and Insolvency (Cross Border) Act was passed by Parliament in 2013. PSDI support for the implementation of these acts culminated in the launch of an online companies, business names, and charitable associations registry in August 2015. The multiple-entity registry has reduced the average time for company and other business entity registrations from more than three weeks to less than three days, and made payments and other regulatory requirements simpler and more convenient.



CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTS



While PSDI supported the drafting of a Personal Insolvency Bill as part of an insolvency reform package, the government indicated in 2014 that this had become a lower priority. PSDI stands ready to re-engage when government priorities change. PSDI will undertake a review of the registry implementation to ensure the transition to an online service is progressing smoothly. It is anticipated that further work on the reform of trustee laws will continue through 2016, along with support for PSDI’s financing growth work in the development of a capital markets reform agenda.
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